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Abstract 
Let X be a set and ~ a family of real-valued functions (not necessarily bounded) on X. We 
denote by/zsX the space X endowed with the weak uniformity generated by ~, and by ~(#~-X) 
the collection of uniformly contipuous functions ~'o the real line ~. 
In this note we study necessary and sufficient conditions in order that the family ~ be uniformly 
dense in Lt(t~,~X). Firstly, we give a more direct proof of a result by Hager involving an external 
condition over ~ given in terms of composition with the uniformly continuous and real-valued 
functions defined on subsets of ~". From this external condition we can derive as easy corollaries 
most of the results already known in this context. In the second part of this note we obtain an 
internal necessary and sut~cient condition of uniform density set by means of cerlain covers of X 
by cozero-sets of functions in ~. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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Let X be a set and ~ a family of real-valued functions (not necessarily bounded) on 
X containing all the real constant functions. We denote by I~sX the space X endowed 
with the weak uniformity generated by ~, and by ~( /~X)  the collection of uniformly 
continuous functions to the real line ~ with the usual uniformity. Thus, a function f 
belongs to }A(/~X) if for every e > 0 there exist gl . . . .  ,g ,  in ~ and 6 > 0 such that 
Ig~(x) - g~(Y)l < 5 for all i implies I f (x)  - f{Y)l < e- 
The aim of this paper is the study of the following question: if we consider the uniform 
convergence topology on }A(p~X), when is ~ uniformly dense in },t(/~X)? 
As usual in the frame of function spaces this kind of problems admits different reat- 
ments depending on whether we arc in the bounded ca~ or in the general case. Thus, if  
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t~ consists of bounded functions then ~ is uniformly dense in ~(#~X)  whenever it has 
some additional algebraic structure, like being a ring (Maak [11]), being a vector lattice 
(Ntbeling and Bauer [ 12]), etc. Unfortunately, these results do not hold in the unbounded 
case. For instance, if we consider the set ~ of all uniformly continuous functions f on R 
for which there exists a straight line ax+b with l im~oQ[f(:r) -- (ax + b)] = 0, then ~" is 
a uniformly closed vector lattice containing all the real constant functions that generates 
the usual uniformity on ~. But it is not uniformly dense because clearly ~ is not the set 
of all uniformly continuous functions on ItL 
Nevertheless, there exist interesting results of uniform density in the general case. For 
instance those given by Isbell [10], Fenstad [5], Csfiszfir [21 and Hagcr [9]. 
We shall start this paper by giving a more direct proof of a theorem obtained by 
Hager [9] in the general case. It consists of a condition of uniform density that will 
allow us to derive as easy corollaries everal known results in this context, especially 
those of the bounded case. But that condition is given in an external way in terms of 
composition with the uniformly continuous functions defined on a subset of ]~n and then 
we are interested in finding another equivalent internal condition. We shall get this, in 
the second part of this paper, by introducing some kind of covers of X.  These covers 
are very close to those defined by the authors in other papers [7,8] devoted to the study 
of the uniform approximation i the framework of the spaces of continuous functions. 
Next lemma will be very useful along the paper. 
Lemma 1. Let (M,d)  be a metric space and f :  (M,d)  --+ 1~ a fimction on M that 
varies at most s > 0 on each r-ball. Then there exists a real-valued i#lifoBlnly cont#lnons 
function g on M such that, 
f (x )  <~ g(x) <<. sup {f(z):  d(:r, z) ~< r}. 
Proof. Firstly note that. without loss of generality, we can suppose r = 1, because 
otherwise we can change the distance function d by d' = ( l / r )d .  
Let F :M × [0, 1] ---> ~ defined by F(x , t )  = sup{f(z): d(J:,z) ~< t}. Since the 
function f varies at most s on each I-ball then, for every 0 ~ t <~ I, f is bounded on 
each t-ball and therefore F is well defined and satisfies f (x )  <~ F(x,  t) <~ f (x )  + s. 
Moreover IF(x, t )  - F(~.A,t')I <<. s whenever d(x,y)  <~ 1. Indeed, 
F(x , t )  - F (y , t ' )  ~ F(x,  1) - F(y,O) = sup {f(z) :  d(x,z)  <~ I} - f (g)  
=sup{f  (z) - f(y):  d(x,z)  <~ 1} ~< s. 
On the other hand, for every x fixed, F(x,  t) is monotonic in t and therefore Rie- 
mann integrable. Now, taking y(x) = fu' F (z , t )d t ,  we have that 9 satisfies the desired 
inequality and then, we shall finish the proof if we show that it is uniformly continuous. 
For that we shall use that the following inequalities hold. 
F(x,  t - a) <~ F(y,  t) <~ F(x,  t + er) 
whenever d(x,y)  <~ c~ <~ 1/2 and c~ ~< t <~ l -a .  Thus, i fn  E N (n /> 3) and 
d(x,y)  <~ I /n  we have that 
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Jg(x) - g(y)[ = )o [F(x,t) - F(y,t)ldt 
II~ ,f 
f J F (x , t ) -F (y , t ) Jd t+ JF(x,~) ~< I ~y~ ~1 d~ 
0 l-I/Tt 
a-2 (~+l)/n 
÷~ ] IF(x,~)-F(y,~)ldt 
i=l i /n 
<. (l/n)s + ( l /n )s  
n--2 (i+l)/n 
+~ J [F(x,t+ 1/n)-F(~,~- l/,~)]d~ 
i=l i ln 
n-2  
<. 2sin + ~ IF(x, (i + 2)In) - F(x, (i - 1)In)] l ln 
i=l 
= 2sin + 1/n[f(x, l) - F(x,O) + f (x ,  (n - l ) /n )  - F(x, l/n) 
+ f (x ,  (n - 2)In)  - F(x,21n)] 
<~ 2s/n + 3s/n. 
Then g is uniformly continuous because for every e > 0 there is n > 5s/e such that 
Ig(x) -g (y ) ]  ~< z when d(x,y) < 1In. [] 
Remark  2. In [10] Isbell refers (but he does not prove) m a result perhaps by Hausdorff 
that is similar to the above. There he supposes that f is bounded on each r-ball and then 
he only can derive the cominuity of g. 
As a consequence of the above lemma we can obtain the first result of uniform density 
that, as we said before, was given by Hager in [9]. He proved it as a corollary of a hard 
result about the generation of ll(p$X) fi'om the family ~. 
Theorem 3 (Hager [9]), Let ~ be a family of real-valued functions on X. Then ~ is 
uniformly deuse in ll(#~X) if and only if for every finite number of functions gt . . . .  , ga 
in ~ and ~o uniformly continuous on the subset of R n 
(gl ..... g.)CX) = {(g,(~) . . . . .  g . (~)) :  x ~ x} ,  
the function ~o  (gh . . . , gn) belongs to ~ (the uniform closure of ~). 
Proof. The necessity of the condition is clear. So, let f E ~(p~X) and t > 0. Since 
f is uniformly continuous on #~X, there exist gh... ,g~ in ~ and 5 > 0 such that 
Ig~(x) - g~(y)] < 5 for all i, impfies that If(x) - f(Y)l < el2. 
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Consider 
~(p) = sup {f(x):  (g,(x) . . . . .  g,~(x)) = p} 
on the metric space (g , , . . . ,g , , ) (X) .  Thus, ~x is well defined and it varies at most e 
on each &ball. Now, if ~o is the uniformly continuous function obtained by applying 
Lemma l to this function o~. then :~ o (g l , . . . ,gn)  belongs to ~, and it is easy to check 
that I'~' o (.qI,---, an)(x) - f (x)t  ~< e for every x • X. Hence f • ~. D 
Now we are going to obtain as easy corollaries of Theorem 3 some of the well-known 
results in this context. 
Corollary 4 (Isbell [10]). I f  qd is an algebra of real.valued functions on X whk'h is 
closed under composition (that is, if gh . . .  ,g,~ E ~ and ~ is a continuous function on 
I~ n then ~o o (gh . . .  ,yn) • ~), then ever), uniformly coatimmns fimction on Iz~X is a 
uniform limit of functions in 7i. 
Proof. We shall apply Theorem 3. So, let Yl . . . . .  g,, 6 ~: and ~ uniformly continuous 
on (g, . . . . .  g,d(X). 
Firstly, we extend ~p to a uniformly continuous function (Pl on the closure 
(gl . . . .  ,g~)(X)  and then, from the Tietze extension theorem, we can consider ~2 
a continuous extension of 91 over R ~. And the proof is completed because clearly 
~o2 o (g,  . . . . .  g , )  = ~o o (g , , . . . ,g , , ) .  [ ]  
In the next corollary we collect most of the results of the bounded case and we prove 
all of them as an easy consequence of Theorem 3. 
Corollary 5. Let ~ be a family of bounded real-valued functions on X Lzmtainbzg all 
the real constant fimctions. Then ~ is uniformly dense in £[(IL~X) if any of the following 
conditions is satisfied: 
(i) ~ is a ring (Maak [11]). 
(ii) ~ is a vector lattice (NObeling and Bauer [12]). 
(iii) ~ is a subtractive lattice (Csdszdr and Czipszer [4]). 
(iv) ~ is an affine lattice (Csdszdr and Czipszer [4]). 
(v) ~ is a semiaJfine lattice (Csdszdr [31), 
Proof. Firstly, note that we can suppose that ~ separates the points of X, because 
otherwise it is enough to make the corresponding quotient on X identifying the points 
that ~: does not distinguish. 
Then, from the classical approximation theorems by Kakutani and Stone and by Stone 
and Weierstrass, we can characterize the uniform closure of ~ in any of the above cases. 
Indeed, ~ is just the family of continuous functions on X that can be (continuously) 
extended to the corapactifieation a(X,  ~) of X generated by ~. (See Chandler [I] and 
Garrido [6].) 
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In order to see that ~ is uniformly dense in I I (#~X) we shall apply i-h~orem 3. 
Let f fh - . - ,gn  E ~ and ~p uniformly continuous on (gt , . . .  ,gn)(X).  The proof will be 
completed if we show that ~ o (gl . . . .  , gn) admits a continuous extension to a(X,  ~). 
If we denote by g~' , . . . ,g~ the corresponding extensions to o'(X,~') of gb-- -~ g,, 
then, 
(g~' . . . . .  g~) (~(x ,~) )  = (g~' . . . . .  g~)(x- )  c (g7 . . . . .  g~)(x )  = (g~ . . . . .  g . ) (x ) .  
Thus, if ~l is the uniformly continuous extension of ~ to (gt , . . . ,  g~)(X), then clearly 
¢Pl o (g~',. . . ,  g~) is well defined and it extends ~ o (g l , . - - ,gn) ,  as we wanted. [] 
Next part of the paper is devoted to obtain an internal sufficient and necessary condition 
in order that ~: be uniformly dense in Y,(p]X).  For our purposes we need to introduce 
some new concepts that are suitable generalizations of those defined by us in [7]. 
Definitior~ 6. A Lebesgue chain for the real-valued functions gh . - - ,  .q,~ is any countable 
cover {C,,~}m~ of X such that 
Cm = (gl . . . . .  g,~)-I(O,,) 
and {Dm},nez is an open 2-finite (that is, Dm n Din, = 0 if ]m-  m'] > 1) countable 
and uniform cover of (g l , . . . , Y , ) (X ) .  
Definition 7. We say that a family ~ of real-valued functions on X satisfies the Lebesgue 
ehain condition for the functions gh- . - ,g~ if for every Lebesgue chain {Cm}raez of 
them, there is h E ~ such that Ih(x) - m[ < 2 when x E C,,~. 
The following result is a characterization f the Lebesgue chain condition. 
Proposition 8. Let ~ be a linear space of real-valued functions on X and gh . . . , g,~ 
real-valued fimctions on X .  The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) ~: satisfies the Lebesgue chain condition for gh. - - ,  gn. 
(b) ~p o (gl . . . . .  gTL) E ~ for every ~ uniformly continuous on (gl . . . .  ,gn)( X ). 
Proof. (a) implies (b). Let ~ be uniformly continuous on (g l , . . .  ,g~)(X)  and e > O. 
For every m E Z we define, 
Cm : {x ~ X: (m - l)~ < ~(g~(x) . . . . .  g , (x) )  < (m+ I)e}. 
We shall prove that there exists h E ~ with Ih(x) - m I < 2 when x ECm.  Note that 
this will be enough because the function eh belongs to ~ and when x c C~ we have 
that 
I~;z(~) - ~(g~(~) . . . . .  g~Cx))[ ~< I~h(~) - m~l + [~"~ - ~(g ' (x )  . . . . .  g - (~))  I 
3e. 
Let D,,~ = ~-~(lm) where In, is the real open interval ( (m - 1)~, (m+ i)e). Since ~p 
is uniformly comianous on (gh . . - ,  gn)(X)  then {D~}~ez  is an open 2-finite countable 
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and uniform cover of (g l , . . . ,  g , ) (X ) .  And from the hypothesis there is a function h E 
such that Ih(z) - ml < 2 when a: E (g l , . . - ,g , )  I(D,,) .  But this completes the proof 
because for each m 6 Z, Cm is just the set (gl . . . . .  y~)- i  (D,,,). 
(b) implies (a). Let {C'r,,}mc;z be a Lebesgue chain for .ql,.. .  ,g,~ given by the open 
2-finite countable and uniform cover {Dm},,,sz of (gl . . . .  , t3,,)(X)- 
Consider the function ~ on the metric space ( ,q l , - . . ,g , , ) (X)  defined by a(t )  = 
sup{m E Z: t E Din.}. Since the cover {D,,}mEz is uniform, then there exists r > 0 
such that every r-ball is contained in some D,,,. Thus, ~r varies at most 1 on each r-ball 
and then, from Lemma 1, we can get a unitormly continuous function ~ associated to ~. 
Now it is easy to check that ]To (gl . . . .  , ,q,,)(x) m[ ~< I, when :~' E C,,,. Finally, taking 
a function h E ~ with [h(z) - ~ o (g~ . . . . .  y,,)(:c)l < I /2 we have that [h(x) - m] < 2 
when a: E C,,,, and that completes the proof. [] 
The above characterization of the Lebesgue chain condition allows us to give the 
desired internal condition of uniform density. 
Theorem 9. Let ~i be a lhtear .space nf real-vahwd fimctions on X.  Then ~ is nn~rmly 
dense in ~.l(tl~X) (]" and only iJ'~ sati,~[ies the Lebesgtte chain comlition Jot eve O' finite 
nttmber of Jimctinns 91 . . . . .  9,~ hi ~. 
Proof. It follows at once from Theorem 3 and Proposition 8. [] 
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